Ann Marion Portfolio – Web Pages
Home Page:
Dartmouth
Engineering Sciences Course 13
Virtual Medicine & Cybercare
Fall Course 1999-2006
Information Architect/Lead
Designer/Webmaster for online courses
in role spanning strategic guidance and
hands-on implementation. Create web
pages in HTML/DHTML for lecture series
at Dartmouth Thayer School of
Engineering. Design and Implement
Graphics in PhotoShop & ImageReady
for rolling buttons, illustrations,
headshots, etc. Also create pages in
Blackboard courseware application that
are integrated with HTML website and
libraries. Implement Unix passwords for
secure downloading of documents.
The website is completely re-built
following Dartmouth’s website
standards: the current 20006 site is
XHTML 1.0 Transitional//CSS,
handicapped accessible.
Navigation is re-built based on end-user
feedback. The buttons are graphic rollovers developed in Adobe PhotoShop &
ImageReady for an appearance of
glowing letters when moused over.

Please view current fall 2006 live at:
http://www.dartmouth.edu/~engs13
and the continuation of the spring course at:
http://www.dartmouth.edu/~engs05
This is now under construction for March 2007

Create new posters and visual elements
illustrating the course theme,
combining images pulled from speakers
talks, news sources, and my own
original drawings, in Photoshop. This
example is the year of Hurricane
Katrina.
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Second Page: Lecture Schedule
Dartmouth
Engineering Sciences Course 13
Virtual Medicine & Cybercare Fall Course 2006

Frames are used to create Calendar List of Speakers. Scroll down on left frame schedule and click on name
of talk to see speaker page with headshot, title and affiliation, bio, links to on-line resources with
information about speaker. This information is obtained by me in correspondence with speakers.
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Third Page and Fourth
Pages are in Blackboard
Dartmouth
Engineering Sciences Course 13
Virtual Medicine & Cybercare
Fall Course 1999 - 2006
Course web pages and documents are on
several different servers:
Main public site:
http://www.dartmouth.edu/~engs13
Restricted Access for
Readings/Slides/Videos: Blackboard
Streaming Video Server: Jones Media
Center
On-line Library: Feldberg Library Course
Reserves
Every year I re implement pages pushing
continuously for more seamless
integration between Dartmouth IT,
libraries, and site licensed applications.

Third Page: Course
Schedule embedded in
Blackboard site mirrors public
site
Navigation buttons have been written so
students can access all public pages while
remain within their Blackboard session.
Dr. C.Everett Koop Lecture Video shown
here is available as streaming video or
pod-cast from the Jones Media Center
streaming video server, but implemented
seamlessly within Blackboard.
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Home Page: Women’s Studio Center
May – October 2007
Design and Implement Member’s Only Pages
Implement JavaScript Drop-Down Menu

http://www.womenstudiocenter.org

Membership Management

Integrate aMember Pro Membership
Management with Pay Pal and Word
Press Blog utilizing same MySQL
database to permit only paid members
to access Newsletter and make entries
as authors to Blog

BLOG

http://www.womenstudiocenter.org/wordpress/

http://www.womenstudiocenter.org/member/plugins/protect/new_rewrite/login.ph
p?v=-any&url=/members/
This project was sub-contracted through Nexxite in New York City.
http://www.nexxite.com
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Real Estate Academy
May – September 2007
Design and Implement PHP Registration Form
integrated with eCommerce with Pay Pal

http://www.realestateacademy.com

PHP Registration page with form
validation.
Links to second page form with
integrated eCommerce with Pay Pal

http://www.academyforcontinuingeducation.com/OrderForm/test9_final/registration
formTest9.html
http://www.academyforcontinuingeducation.com/OrderForm/test9_final/registration
2_Test9.php
http://www.academyforcontinuingeducation.com/thankyou2.html
This project was sub-contracted through Nexxite in New York City.
http://www.nexxite.com
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Dynamic Diagrams/Student Advantage
1999
Design, Information Architecture, and Implementation
of Phase 1 took place within 9 months,

Design, Information Architecture, and
Implementation of Phase 1 took place within 9
months,

http://www.studentadvantage.com

Site Navigation and Branding integrated into existing
Student Advantage website.
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Home Page: BeingMeta
Start-up Technology Company
With on-line demos of
Proprietary Search Engine technology.
Redesigned and rebuilt the first launch website for a
technology start-up in FDXML, XHTML and CSS, and
modified the on-line application demo written in java,
working closely with the inventor.
At the beginning, there was no interface for the demo
shown below except a login page. I wrote all instructions
and developed navigation through a complex sequence.

http://www.beingmeta.com

Second Page: BeingMeta

first page of on-line demos of proprietary search engine.
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Third Page: BeingMeta
Third page of on-line demos of proprietary search engine.

Provided analysis, design, and implementation for Launch of Start-up: created new website and online demos: BabelVision: proprietary search engine utilizing Multi-Lingual Meta-Data to access
image archives. Collaborated with software architect/chief scientist to revise technologies and
user interface for improved usability. Implement CSS/XHTML integrated with Java application.
Utilize workflow processes for sharing code using cvs version control
Design & Implement new website with on-line demos, create easy to use introduction to search
engine
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Society of Mind: The CD-ROM
Voyager, January 1994
New York, NY.
Marvin Minsky has made many contributions to AI, cognitive
psychology, mathematics, computational linguistics, robotics, and
optics. In recent years he has worked chiefly on imparting to
machines the human capacity for commonsense reasoning. His
conception of human intellectual structure and function is presented
in The Society of Mind (CDROM, book) which is also the title of the
course he teaches at MIT.

A CD-ROM as original as its author. Minsky's theories come to life as the visionary thinker walks, talks,
and jumps across the page. Demonstrating how we recognize everyday objects, Minsky hoists an apple
as big as a Volkswagen. A whimsical tour of his living room gives an intimate view of the inventor's
sensibility and achievements. Dozens of other explorations invite us into a dialogue with Minsky's ideas
and the wit, charm, and soaring intelligence that inform them. Each essay in The Society of Mind is a
piece of a puzzle, and their sum is a unified and ingenious theory of how the mind works. Features more
than one hundred minutes of original QuickTime video, the full text of The Society of Mind, plus a
selection of Minsky's best articles, an. interactive tour of Minsky's living room and a video timeline.
$39.95 Macintosh/Windows CD-ROM

Stonysoft, Gt. Barrington, MA
1994-1995
CD-ROM production company, implementing exemplary interactive titles to showcase new
technologies.

Producer / Co-Founder
Managed all business operations including sales, marketing, financial, and project management.
Integrated digital video and effects with text and film images. Key player in acquisition and merger
with graphic design firm – Corey & Company Designers.
Produced nationally recognized titles: “The Society of Mind,” Interactive Media Festival Award winner in 1995, and
“Passage to Vietnam,” lauded as ‘the best CD-ROM ever’ by the Chicago Sun Times.
- Pioneered two new techniques for CD-ROM production. Seamlessly integrated a video talking head with a text hyperbook and
introduced a more efficient technique for showing a wrap-around image. Widely hailed as breakthroughs, these processes are
now in mainstream use on the Internet.
−

